By developing communications and increase of access points, computer networks have been vulnerable considerably against wide range of information attacks, specially new and complicated attacks. Every day, replication attacks attack millions of network and mobile users. Increase in amount of replication attack may be a potential danger for income of SMS or network and causes losing customers of these services provider. Humans or software can be used to encounter these replication attacks. It is obvious that lonely absolute use of each method will not result in a proper answer to encounter replication attack`s problem. Since replication attack is one of the important problems of information protection and security in organizations for computer and mobile phone users, while reviewing types of replication attacks and methods of encountering, this paper uses similarities between pathologies in body and invader factors in replication attacks, a model is provided based on biological simulation methods existing in body`s adapted immune system to encounter these threats.
Introduction
Today, information considers as an essential good for organizations, and it`s vulnerability is an essential concern specially for big organizations equipped with computer networks. Networks and information have been increasingly vulnerable against intrusion attacks, especially new direct and remote controlled methods. Based on researches of IDC (international Data Corporation), (short transaction service) SMS almost forms almost 25% of mobile phone service provider`s earning. Based on a new definition, actions which put integrity, privately or accessibility of resources in danger are called "intrusion" [1] . Based on this definition, there are three main threats for information security [2, 3] :
• Threat of unauthorized access to information
• Threat of destroying information integrity
• Threat of unavailability of vital resources and information in case of necessity Replication attack equals massive useless networks. Against traditional useless mails which were often expensive and time consuming, replication attack may impose high expenses to internet service providers and receivers. It is noteworthy to say that it is almost impossible to indentify all replication attacks based on the currently used rules in filtering systems. Solutions that should be considered to encounter this problem are divided into legitimate and technical solutions. In this case, while some countries have applied legal and lawful solutions, necessity of technical methods still have special importance, because replication attacks can be sent virtually from everywhere, and tracing their senders is not often easily possible. Recently, artificial immune system have been proposed as a soft computational pattern [5] which consists of comprehensive ability of identifying immune system [6, 7] .
Innate and Adaptive artificial immune system (IA-AIS) [8] is studied in this paper which is created by attaching negative selection algorithm (Ji, Dasgupta) [9] [10] and Kim &Bently work, provided colonial dynamic selection algorithm.
Body`s immune system versus artificial immune system
Body`s immune system is capable of detecting self and non self cells while artificial immune systems are capable of identifying legitimate self (non replication attack) networks and illegal non self networks (replication attacks). Despite that, body`s immune system has preferences in relation with anti replication attack immune system. Self cells in a biologic system do not change if no problems occur at immune system, because proteins which use to differentiate self cells remain constant during their life time. Unfortunately, anti replication attack immune system has the same problem as protective -security system of computers [11] .
For better comprehension of artificial immune system, we need to comprehend body`s immune system because it`s the basis of artificial designed system. So it is necessary to simply and briefly review operation of body`s immune system [12] . Identifying and differentiating between self and potentially dangerous and none self-harmful cells is the first and the most important duty of an immune system. Pathogens are those none self-harmful elements. Since adapted immune system is the basis of imitating anti replication attack immune system, so it will be explained with more details.
Adapted immune system mainly consists of lymphocytes which are considered type of white globules that should identify and destroy pathogens. Lymphocytes identify pathogens by connecting their selves to them. To produce Lymphocytes, body uses a library of different genes that randomly join each other to produce different anti bodies. This library has different gene parts which use to produce different identifiers to identify different pathogens. To create a storage or density of Lymphocyte in each time, elements of this genius library combine randomly and create different types of receivers (figure 1).
Digital anti bodies for artificial immune system applied in replication attack are also created by a similar method and by using a library. But in this type of immune system, instead of gene`s different parts, library has different parts of adaptability patterns based on texts, which are explicitly that sentences or expressions.From gradual changes point of view, an adapted immune system is important because it is able to identify new pathogen factors which try to hide from immune system. Main benefit of having two innate and adapted immune systems is related to reactions between them, this provides possibility of fast and correct answer toward pathogens. Innate immune system creates signaling proteins called Cytoxine and causes inflammation and activation of adapted immune system. On the other hand, adapted system uses cells of innate immune system to destroy pathogens. Colony selection theory (CST) provides a model to establish and maintain "immune memory". The basis is that, after destroying invader pathogens, some of created colons transform into immune system and cause creating a structure which enables body to act faster when reencountering above or the same pathogens. One main idea in CST is creating a distinction between self and non selves; so that, it is as an ability of system to encounter non selves and act against them, which are those exterior and harmful factors (pathogens) and no act against selves and non-harmful interior factors .
Proposed Model Elements
In our model for categorizing transactions, a system has proposed to arrange transaction to classify transactions, in which user`s received feedback, as a second signal, results in creating an active cell. It provided an adaptive error detection (AED) system. In the model, a transaction is shown as a microorganism in which transaction head and body that always consist of content, is considered equal to anti genes. Sender`s address will be considered the same as molecular pattern ( figure 2 ). This definition is related to type of application and should be done in a way that, that type of input showing none self (transaction sender`s address) considers as molecular pattern, while other properties (transaction head and body) which are dependent to each other and need more analyze, are used to create anti genes. This is because molecular patterns detect by macrophage while T and B cells are responsible for identify anti genes. About replication attack massages, this definition of microorganisms originates from the point that all received transactions after system training, which their sender`s address is presented as replication attack during levels of system training, are considered as replication attack.
To produce microorganisms, characters are coded using 6 bits coding system which is exclusively designed to encounter this problem. As Freitas and Timmis have mentioned in their article, in this coding method, characters with the same appearance (like 0 and O, 3 and E) are different just in one or two codes.
So, sequence in content, like transaction content, show as an anti-gene in which each word equals a peptide in an anti-gene. To measure affinity value relative number of continues bits are used in two sequences. If activity threshold is defined accurately, using this method it is possible that TEST receiver cell join TEST anti gene. Often in this case, alternate spelling does not prevent from identifying applied pattern. As shown in figure 3 , by arranging anti gens and molecular patterns applied of information used to train system, it prepares, this is done by characterizing content of replication attacks and legitimate transactions about self or non-self-mails.
Macrophage create using molecular pattern derived of non self inputs and do not exist in self patterns. On the other hand, controller T cells, create using their random selected anti genes that use to code their receivers. Creating helper T and B cells also follows a similar procedure by using non self anti genes. After this level, is negative selection level, in which remaining lymphocytes go to next level by removing identified self anti genes. As shown in figure 4 Creating a library of the words used in legitimate and replication attacktransaction is one of the necessities in this model (like place of keeping genes in body). Information about contact (telephone no-web address) header information is also used in library to create anti bodies. Then set of Networktransactions enter training system which has been divided into replication attack and none replication attack previously. Lymphocytes create and train using both transactions. When system is trained and used, lymphocytes also train in case of receiving new transactions. Lymphocytes get select, old, and new ones create.
Digital library
Genetic library consists of preselected patterns used to create applied patterns in lymphocytes. Selected patterns in this case can be little patterns merges together and provide main plan which is necessary for lymphocytes and or may be individual patterns used in defining necessary pattern in lymphocyte. For an anti replication attack immune system we can also use little patterns which will help us in finding legitimate or replication attacktransactions, in case of combining together or individually. Main purpose of creating this library is to create a place to produce lymphocytes that help us identifying transactions such as replication attack or legitimate. It should be noted that lymphocytes which do not match any replication attack or legitimate transaction will not be suitable for us since the system cannot use them correctly and properly to decide about identifying transactions. A useful lymphocyte is the one which has been matched with legitimate transactions at least one time and has bigger than zero value of legitimate transactionmatch. More explicitly, each lymphocyte having zero value of legitimate transaction match cannot help in this matter. Next purpose of using library is to continuously create lymphocytes with high adaptability. The more number of lymphocytes adapt with transaction, shows better function of system in categorizing transactions and system will have higher separation capability. Whatever number of lymphocytes with zero match times is less, it is better for system because time of processes and their amount of occupied memory will be saved. These lymphocytes are called high efficiency lymphocytes and it does not seem suitable to remove them totally. lymphocyte`s life time is also important. Of course, the life time is dependant to the time of adapting
Weight or value
Each lymphocyte consists of two types of weight or information value, replication attack match and transaction match. Both of these numbers are set to zero at the beginning. If an identifier adapt with a transaction, amount of transaction match will increase one unit and also if a transaction has identified as replication attack, amount of replication attack match will increase one unit. These numbers will change based on amount of categorized error in primary stages of education, normal function and next relearning.
Learning stage
At primary learning stage, system`s considered transaction are categorized previously. Hence, if the transaction is replication attack, amount of replication attack match increases one unit, and if the transaction is legitimate, the number equals zero.
Normal function
In normal function, system will have no information about input transactions and system will identify it by itself. So, amount of replication attack match will be noticed by identified point of system.
Relearning stage
If we want to learn the system again, it means that the system had mistaken in categorization, and based on these mistakes the system will be learned again. So, new values should be added to system along with relearning the system. Relearning equals repeating normal learning, with this difference which in relearning we should have primary values assigned to mistake learned lymphocytes. Hence, that numbers will change into user defined values.
Test stage
In testing amounts of replication attack or legitimate transaction match, both of them are updated. According to above assumptions, a flowchart of operational stages in investigative anti replication attack program has been designed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied method derived of human immune system to create information security about dangers of replication attack and its threats. This model consists of macrophage, as innate immune system marker; and B and T cells as adaptive immune system. Replication attack identifies based on detecting sender`s address by macrophage and its subject and content identifies by B and T cells. An important characteristic is that in this method, feedback information of user is used. Categorizer is able to update its information and acquire information which has not received during training phase through user feedback. 
